TNBA & SCN’s “30 or More to $core” Rules
Rule 1: To enter this skill-based contest, contestants must register prior to the starting time of each squad where
scores will be applicable. Contestants must register through SCN’s 30 or More to $core website either remotely or
on-site at a participating venue. Contestants may either register for a single game within an event for $5 per game,
or they may register for an entire multiple game event for $20 for a 3 game series. Contestants’ entries are limited
to the number of events they are registered in for. A contestant may not register for the same game or event more
than once per squad.
A contestant is defined as anyone who registers with either a credit or debit card through the SCN
website, or by cash or card with one of our representatives on site. Any other method of event selection, or
payment will not be recognized by SCN.
An event is defined as any one of the bowling squads across the TNBA event associated with this iteration
of the 30 or More to $core contest. A single game is defined as any one game in any one event within the TNBA
event. Event is an entire 3 game series. Any events that do not follow this format, or are not listed on our website
are not recognized by SCN.
Rule 2: Registrations for each event close at the respective starting time for each event. All contestants must bowl
on their own selected bowl date. If a contestant does not bowl on their selected event(s) at their selected time(s),
they will be disqualified. Any contestant who purchases a group of games or an entire event are still eligible for
single game prizes even if they do not bowl one of their selected games. Refunds will not be granted under any
circumstances.
Rule 3: All contest winners will be paid out either via US mail, direct deposit into their credit card account, or into
the participant’s XBowling account. All recap sheets must be submitted directly to the TNBA at the completion of
each event.
Rule 4: Any contestant who scores more than 30 pins above their reported average will be considered a winner.
Any contestant who scores more than 50 pins above their reported average will also be considered winner, plus an
extra bonus detailed below. The reported average is the average that the contestant has submitted to the TNBA
prior to the event being bowled in. The term prize fund is defined as the portion of the entry fees that are used to
increase the payouts.
Single Game Rewards:
Tier 1(+30 pins Above Average Per Game): A share of 40% of our prize fund which starts at $200 and will
move upwards based on number of contestants.
Tier 2(+50 pins Above Average Per Game): A share of both 60% of our prize fund which starts at $600 and
will move upwards based on number of contestants.
All 300 games count as a Tier 2 win. All single game rewards are available in event play.
RULE 4 NOTE 1: In the event any of the Single Game Tiers are not achieved, the prize money not achieved and
collected shall be distributed proportionately to the other Single Game Reward Tiers.
Rule 5: Purchase of an entire event qualifies the contestant for the opportunity to win a much larger prize. All
single game bonuses are available when purchasing an entire event. All 300 games count as +50.
Series Bonus Rewards:
1.

Exceed your average by 30 pins, in 3 games of a 3-game event and get a share of at least $500

2.

Exceed your average by 50 pins, in 3 games of a 3-game event and get a share of at least $1200

RULE 5 NOTE 1: In the event any of the Bonus Rewards are not achieved, the prize money not achieved and
collected shall be distributed proportionately to the other Bonus Reward winners as a “bonus prize fund”.
RULE 5 NOTE 2: In the event none of the Bonus Rewards are achieved, the unachieved prize money shall be
awarded as a new bonus fund that is added to the singles game winner prize pool.
Rule 6: All contestants will receive a $5 credit for XBowling, SCN’s new skill-based gaming app, applicable at
account creation. Both the $5 voucher and the link to account creation will be emailed to the participants after
Battle Bowl.
Rule 7: All bowlers 18 years old and older are eligible to compete. Employees of SCN, or affiliated centers are
ineligible to compete.
Rule 8: Any contestant who violates the rules and regulations of this contest, the TNBA, federal or state law will be
automatically disqualified from this contest and no prize money or entry fees shall be awarded.
Rule 9: SCN and the TNBA reserve the rights to alter these rules and regulations at any time.

